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Abstract 
Brand loyalty has place at the middle of the both marketing theory and the practice since it is the origin of the 
revenue. The revenue usually get it from the customer feedback, price premiums, increased in sales, higher 
balance, and the cut operating costs. The reason or gap to study this research is to analyze the factors that 
influence brand loyalty to fashion industry. The finding of this study not only improving the understanding of the 
different factors in increase the brand loyalty for the brand, but also help in market segment and formulate 
appropriate customer retention policies that are more cost-effective than others. The main objective of this 
research is to investigate the factors that influence brand loyalty in fashion industry in Malaysia. The purpose 
existence, it will provide certain procedures or else guidelines to the researcher to resolve the problematic that 
get up in the issue deliberated. These results might be a proof for future researchers or the surveyor. 
Keywords: buying behavior, brand experience, customers satisfaction, switching cost 
1. Introduction 
The youngster (Generation Y) is the huge market for the organization to target, Gen Y have the ability to 
purchase fashion items and they able to keep in touch or follow the fashion. Since fashion is the industry that 
keep innovative and changing industry, especially for fashion in women sector. (Hill & Lee, 2012) If the brand 
loyalty for an organization in fashion industry is low, they might face many impact to them. Such as their 
customer may go to competitor’s side, unbalance of income, brand image and satisfaction by the customer is low. 
For example, H&M fashion company and Forever 21 Fashion Company their customer switching cost is low. So 
their customer may easily go to the competitor’s side, especially for ladies customer.  
According to Son, K. previously there are many researchers have done the research on customer brand loyalty. 
The mature market have considering the most of the consumers are general consumer and no specific target 
segment. (Son, 2010) This shows that, the brand loyalty of generation Y have become the new area to research 
this is because most of them are the one who that keep update in current trend. This could be the threat for the 
organization since generation Y is keep changes their fashion style rapidly and the consumers are no longer loyal 
to only one brand. 
There are numerous researches on the brand loyalty being supported in developed countries such as Taiwan, US 
and UK. The area of brand loyalty are extensive and its potential factors are likely already been investigated by 
others. However, this study is to concerning the effect of important factors on brand loyalty in fashion industry 
among generation Y in Malaysia. The result from this study can contribute to an organization better 
understanding on generation Y market and help to improve the brand loyalty in fashion industry. Based on the 
academic research this study contains dependent variables and independent variables. Which every single 
variable will be more clarified to confirm the important with each other. 
2. Research Objectives 
1. To investigate the consumer behavior of generation Y on brand loyalty for fashion industry. 
2. To investigate the switching costs in fashion industry. 
3. To investigate the brand experience that affect brand loyalty in fashion industry. 
4. To investigate the customer satisfaction toward brand loyalty in fashion industry. 
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3. Literature Review  
3.1 Brand Loyalty 
In the business world, brand loyalty is very importance and also always highly recognized. Brand loyalty has 
considered as the one of the key constructs on most conceptualizations of the consumer brand equity. (Veloutsou, 
Christodoulides, & de Chernatony, 2013)  
“As the brand’s percentage of loyal customers goes up, market share increases and the brand becomes more 
profitable (Kotler & Keller, 2006).” 
According to the statement above, brand loyalty can be defined as is an outcome of the consumer behavior and 
which influence by a person preferences. In other words, brand loyalty is the consumer that will repeat purchases 
from their preferred brands no matter how the competitors differ the price. They will not seek to the substitute 
brands and the consumer will perceive that the brand that they prefer is more superior compare to other brands. 
The growing of number of customers could lead to the word of mouth and greater resistance in between the loyal 
customer and the price sensitive for them will lower once them loyal to the brand. Brand loyalty also can be 
defined as the positive feelings of consumer towards the brand and the intense dedication to keep repeated 
purchase the same product or services. The loyalty consists of both attitudinal and the behavioral component. 
Attitudinal loyalty which is the willingness of consumer to purchase at a higher price and overcome the obstacles 
to purchase. (Liu, Li, Mizerski, & Soh, 2012) The behavioral loyalty which is the actual action of repeating 
purchases. For example, the consumer may have display behavioral loyalty by purchasing the Apple IPhone 
when there are few alternatives are available in the market but the attitudinal loyalty will mean they will not buy 
an alternative brand. Fornerino and D’Hauteville have used the behavioral learning theories to analyze how the 
incentives may affect brand loyalty. (Fornerino & D’Hauteville, 2010) The journal stated that if the price 
incentives are more attractive than the benefits of a brand provide, then the consumers will use the prices 
incentives causing the brand loyalty to be affected. The brand loyalty may increase if other advantages of a brand 
is more outstanding than the price incentives. 
3.2 Fashion Industry 
Fashion can be define as is a concept of more than one interpretations and applied in the different contexts. 
(Barnard, 2002) Fashion also known as a popular trend that in the style of dress. The words that are used to relate 
to fashion which is style, clothing, accessories and dress. Usually that are designed by the famous fashion 
designer. Fashion can be associated with change and define by the succession of the short duration trends. The 
changes are always been associated by the economic, social, political transformations, which end in the 
development of new products. (Arnold R. , 2009) 
In previously, fashion apparel organization used to forecast the wants and needs of consumers and they creates 
the demands by launching of seasonal trends. This make the fashion industry became a high competitive market 
as the organization keep offering the lower price and with the better quality to try to against and competes other 
competitors. However this method is no longer to use in today world. Currently the fashion industry are using 
the changing of demands and behavior from the consumer method. Which create the trend of fashion that let 
consumer keep follow the latest fashion. Previously was the organization predict what consumers needs and 
wants, but now is consumer follow the organization that designed and they do not directly predict what they 
wants. (Christopher, Lowson, & Peck, 2004) 
3.3 Generation Y 
According to Valentine and Powers that a generation can be defined as an identifiable group of people that shares 
age, location, and significant life events at the critical development stage. (Valentine & Powers, 2013) The 
generation Y which is born between years 1981 to 1999 based on the USA standard. (Richard, 2011) There is 
other term that used to call generation Y which is Millennial. The generation Y consumers today are playing an 
important role in segment market, because of their large size and their current significant amount of spending 
power, also the potential for huge amount of spending in the future time. According to Statistic Government 
Malaysia the population of generation Y in Malaysia is 38.1% over the total population Malaysia in 2015. 
(pqi.stats.gov.my, 2015) Which is the largest group in Malaysia. Generation Y is the most potential market for 
the organization to target on. Since generation Y people are young and have the financial power, the organization 
if can reaching them in the early stage and build a good relationship with them could be the most profitable 
relationship in the future. Because the loyalty or the life time value of generation Y consumer is much longer 
compare to generation X and they much know how to enjoy their life better than generation X. (Foscht, Schloffer, 
III, & Chia, 2010). That is not easy for an organization to capture the loyal from Generation Y consumers, 
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because they are in a large size and their life style is different from generation X. They prefer to try new things 
which could lead the switching brand increase. The best way is to create the good relationship with them to make 
them as a loyal customers that keep repeating buying the same brand products. (Fountain & Lamb, 2011). 
3.4 Consumer Behavior  
According to the researcher Patti Williams, he explain that the behavior is explained by the external events and 
that things that organisms do. Which including the actions, feelings, and thoughts that can be regarded as 
behavior. (Williams, 2014) Besides that, Darren Dahl has defines that human as self-interested and rational, and 
making decisions based upon the capacity to expand utility while consuming the slightest exertion. (Dahl, 2013) 
While in the point of view of Arnold that psychodynamic approach as the behavior that subject to biological 
influence which through drives and instinctive forces. Which act outside of the conscious thought while Freudian 
identified three factors of approach as Id (Is the warehouse of primitive needs for which individual seek to 
immediate satisfaction), ego (Is an individual conscious control that to balances the demands of both Id and 
Superego) and superego (Is an individual internal expression of society moral and the ethical codes of the 
conduct). (Arnold J. , 1991) 
Also, consumer behavior can be defined as is the study of the processes involved when a groups or an individual 
is select, use or purchase of the products and service, ideas or experiences to satisfy the needs and desires. 
(Solomon, 2006) Another two authors of Consumer Behavior book 9th edition Schiffman and Kanuk have 
defines the consumer behavior in quite a similar meaning with Solomon. Which defined as the behavior that 
consumer the display in searching for the using, purchasing, disposing and evaluating of the products and service 
that they expect will satisfy the consumer’s needs. (Schiffman L. G., 2007). Based on the above discussion, it 
can be seen that there is a relationship between consumer behavior and brand loyalty. Thus it is included in this 
research conceptual framework. 
3.5 Customer Satisfaction 
In the customer satisfaction can be the internal or external satisfaction. Internal satisfaction which is the 
organization to satisfy it employees. External satisfaction which is the organization have to let their customers 
satisfy their product or services. The researcher Gilbert that he defines satisfaction as a whole consumer that 
response in which consumer show on their pleasure level. While the consumer satisfaction can be defined as is 
the overall level of attainment of an expectation from customer. (Gilbert E. Chodzaza, 2013) Besides that, the 
author Oliver has defined that the customer satisfaction as the well fed meeting of consumer expectation of the 
products and services. In order words, if the expected performance have matches the customer’s expectation, 
which mean they are satisfied. But if it doesn’t match the customer expectation which mean they are dissatisfied. 
(Oliver, 1997) 
The researcher Youl said that if a customer is satisfied they would like to purchases the same brand in the future 
as well as if the brand satisfaction has a positive influence on the brand loyalty. If the customers has feel please 
and satisfaction after they use or try the product, it will create a long-term relationship between the organization 
and customer, and they will repeat purchase the products with you. For example, the skin care product if the 
customer have try the brand and satisfy with it the particular customer will keep repeat using the same brand 
products. (Youl, 2010). Based on the above discussion, it can be seen that there is a potential relationship 
between customer satisfaction and brand loyalty. Thus it is included in this research conceptual framework. 
3.6 Switching Cost 
There are many definition about switching cost that define by various researchers. The switching cost can be 
describes as the way that companies can take competitive advantages by making it more costly and hard for a 
customer to switch to their competitors. (Brush, Dangol, & O’Brien, 2012) Also, switching costs can also define 
as the conceptualized as the customer perception towards magnitude of more costs to finish the current 
relationship and guarantee the alternative one such as the perceived costs which to prevent the customer switch 
to the competitors offer. (Yanamandram & White, 2006) In other words, the researchers like Matos, Henrique, & 
Rosa in their research they defines switching costs are the customer perception which concerning time, effort and 
money associated to change in the service providers, or the direct costs that consumers associated to switching 
other alternative brands. There are three types of switching cost (1) Procedural costs – this costs which is the 
time costs, effort spent, and consist of economicn risk, set up costs, and evaluation costs, (2) Financial costs – 
the financial costs consists of the loss in financial costs and the benefits as well and (3) Relational costs – this 
which involve discomfort of psychological or emotional due to the identity loss. As the three costs above and the 
satisfaction program which contribute to increase the customers retention rate. (Matos, Henrique, & Rosa, 2009) 
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Another researchers like Park, Park, & Lee they have argue that the customer switching costs have play an 
important role in the firm ability to retain the customers and achieve the competitive advantage. If the 
organization can create the barrier of diffcult and costly for a customers to switch to other competitors, the 
organization can have comeptitive advantage. (Park, Park, & Lee, 2014) Based on the Haj-Salem research, there 
are many companies spends lot of effort to creating the switching costs in order to enhance customer retention 
and get competitive advantages. (Haj-Salem, 2014). Based on the above discussion, it can be seen that there is a 
potential relationship between switching costs and brand loyalty. Thus it is included in this research conceptual 
framework. 
3.7 Brand Experience 
There are many previous researchers that define about brand experience. One of the researcher Hae Jung Kim 
has defines the brand experience which consists of product experience (It occurs when the consumers interact 
with a product.), service experience (It occur when the consumer intereact to a store persoonel variables and 
atmospheric.), and the consumption experience which happen to multidimensional constitution. (Kim, 2012) . 
Besides that, the researcher Bernd Schmitt has done the his research and he defines that the word ‘experience’ 
which can be defined as the term means to ongoing feelings, perceptions, direct observations, and also refers to 
the past, the experience collected from past, and referring to the knowledge. In addition, the brand experiences 
which refer to the interaction between consumers and the brand product, either purchased the product or before 
puchase the product.(Schmitt, 2013). 
Martin Zwilling the researcher he said that the customer experience is the brand. Customer will always 
remember the experience rather than your brand logo, if the experience that given by the brand could satisfy the 
customer they will loyal to the brand. It also can be link to the word-of-mouth, once they have experience the 
brand and having the positive experience they will introduce the brand to their friends and family. (Zwilling, 
2013).The brand experience can be describe as is the sensory dimensions of the brand experience. Which target 
on the sense of smell, touch, vision and taste. The dimension can be separate into fours which the affective 
dimension is refers to the consumer emotion and their inner feeling to the brand. The cognitive dimension which 
have involves a consumer creative thinking way and the way of the reproducing the things in to a different 
manner. Next, the social dimension which refers to the experiences in pursuit to moving individualism to 
collectivism by including the people, a groups or a society. (Zarantonello & Schmitt, 2010) 
4. Theories 
Based on the research, there are some theory can be use to determine the factors that are explaining the brand 
loyalty in the fashion industry. From the theories that have been stated some of the factors that need to take in 
consideration due to those factors which will give aserious impact on the brand loyalty in the fashion industry. 
According to the Sheth and Park, they have stated that the brand loyalty is the hypothetical contruct which is a 
variable that cannot be observe directly. The Multidimensional construct which is the determined by few distinct 
psychological process. (Park J. N., 1974) The theories of brand loyalty can be define as a positively biased 
tendency that has three distinct dimensions. The first dimension which is emotive tendency which toward the 
brand where affective, respect, and fear. The compliance tendency which is the systematically and shown more 
in the favour of the brand than other brands in the market place that is related. (Katz, 1960) 
The second dimension which is evaluative tendency that  toward the brand. It is the evaluation of the brand on a 
set of the requirement which is related to convey out the brand utility to the customers. For example, the brand of 
Mercedes car as an automobile that give message to the consumer on the safety and durability. Furthurmore, 
Katz has suggest that the instrumental and utilitarian attudes as well as the perceived instrumentality component 
of the Rosenberg model is the evaluative tendency. (Rosenberg, 1956). The third dimension which is behavioural 
tendency toward the brand. In this tendecy which is the responses toward the brand with the respect to its 
acquisition, purchase and consumption activities. The behavioural dimension have include all the action from the 
buyer of searching, buyingm and selecting the brand physically, and paying for the product or service and using 
it. In the summary of it, mean that the time and the action study of the consumer as he behaves toward the brand 
in a way. As conlude that, the behavoural tendency is come from the experiences of the purchasing and 
consuming from the brand. (Park J. N., 1974) 
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5. Research Framework 

   
The reseach framwork as illustrated in the Figure above decribe that the independence variables and the 
dependence variables in this research. The dependent virables in the framework above is the brand loyalty in 
fashion industry. The independent varaibles in the framwork above have including consumer buying behavior, 
customer satisfaction, brand experience and switching cost. This research is to study the factors that affect brand 
loyalty in fashion industry. The proposed framwork illustrated above have shows that consumer buying behavior, 
customer satisfaction, brand experience and switching cost entails a forthright relationship with the brand loyalty 
in fashion industry. 
6. Results and Discussion 
Dependent Variable can be define as the response that is to measured after making changes to the independent 
variable. The independent variable can be define as is the variable that change in order to determine he or she 
dependent variable. (McLeod, 2015) The factors that influence brand loyalty of the fashion industry are the 
consumer buying behavior, brand experience, customer satisfaction, and switching costs. The sample items are 
based on the previous researches and some had been modify based on the origins. The questionnaire is using the 
likert scale to measure the response from the survey research. In the questionnaire, the respondent is require to 
rate the various factors influencing the brand loyalty of Generation Y in Malaysia. 
Pilot Test which is a small scale of study, which the results are only preliminary and proposed only to support in 
the design of a following study. This test is conducted before attempt for the larger scale of survey. The main 
purpose of the pilot test which is to test the reliability and the validity as well as recognize the errors of the 
questions in the questionnaire that designed. The pilot test will conclude with the results of Cronbach’s Alpha 
which is used to examine the reliability of the test. The total number distributed for the purpose of pilot test 
which is 30 respondents. This test was conducted by using SPPS version 20. 
The data testing is to help in meeting the multivariate assumptions before the multiple regressions possibly will 
be tested. There are four forms of data testing assumptions such as normality, linearity, homogeneity, and also 
the multicollinearity.  Normality test which is use the observe the degree of the distribution data matches to the 
normal distribution. The shape of it will be roughly like a bell-shaped curve. Besides that, linearity is that the 
research variables which are related to each other in a linear manner and is a straight line scatterplot. The pearson 
correlation coefficients which assess the degree of linear relationship between the two variables. Correlation is 
the descriptive statistics to understand and possibly one of the most methods widely. The word correlation means 
“co-relate” and refers to the measurement of a relationship between two or more variables. A correlation 
coefficient is normally range between -1.0 and +1.0. Furthermore, the homoscedasticity assumption is the 
computable dependent variable which have the equal levels of the variability across the independent variable. 
(Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1998) Lastly, the multicollinearity is the several independent variables which 
in the multiple regression models are closely interrelated to another. The problem happened when the tolerance is 

H1

H2

H3

H4
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below 0.2 and the variance inflation factor is higher than 4.0. 
 
Table 1. Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 
.776 30 

 
Based on the results shown in the table above, the cronbach’s alpha is 0.776. Which is more than 0.70, this mean 
that the pilot test is reliable and can be used for further research on more respondents to achieve the better data. 
6.2 Correlation Test 

 
Table 2. Correlations 
 brand loyalty consumer behavior Customer 

satisfaction 
brand 
experience 

switching cost

brand loyalty 
Pearson Correlation 1 .508** .288** .138 .098 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 .000 .051 .167 
N 200 200 200 200 200 

consumer behavior 
Pearson Correlation .508** 1 .291** .114 .096 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000  .000 .107 .178 
N 200 200 200 200 200 

Customer satisfaction 
Pearson Correlation .288** .291** 1 .152* .132 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000  .032 .062 
N 200 200 200 200 200 

brand experience 
Pearson Correlation .138 .114 .152* 1 .389** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .051 .107 .032  .000 
N 200 200 200 200 200 

switching cost 
Pearson Correlation .098 .096 .132 .389** 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) .167 .178 .062 .000  
N 200 200 200 200 200 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient is an analysis that to measures the relationship between two variables. If the 
variable has an impact on another variable, then it is said to have a correlation in between these two variables 
(University of the West of England, 2015). These two variables are the dependent and independent variables, 
where the independent variables are used as an indicator, whilst the dependent variables are the reflection/change 
that might occur (Achelis, 2015). In this research, the correlation analyses are analysed by the SPSS versions 20 
software with the data of collection from 200 respondents. The correlation coefficient in SPSS software are 
normally ranged between ±1.0 with a coefficient of +1.0 meaning “perfect positive correlation”, whilst -1.0 
meaning “perfect negative correlation”. For a perfect positive correlation mean if any changes in independent 
variables will have a direct impact on the dependent variables. On the other side, a perfect negative correlation is 
mean that if any change in the independent variables will not have any direct impact on the dependent variables. 
Hence no change will occur. Based on the correlation that was analyzed by the SPSS software, it is obvious that 
amongst the four independent. There are all positive correlation with the dependent variable (Brand loyalty), 
whereas the consumer behavior have the highest correlation with the dependent variable (Brand loyalty). 
6.3 Model Summary 
 
Table 3. Model summaryb 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the
Estimate 

Durbin-Watson 

1 .533a .284 .269 .40613 1.610 
a. Predictors: (Constant), switching cost, consumer behavior, Customer satisfaction, brand experience 
b. Dependent Variable: brand loyalty 
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This research has 28.4% of total variation of dependent variables, which can be explained by the independent 
variable. Besides that, the Durbin-Watson is a statistical test which used to examine the auto-correlation from the 
regression analysis. The Durbin-Watson statistic has a range of value from 1-3. The Durbin-Watson is 1.610 
which inside the range. This indicates that there is no inter-item correlation. 
7. Conclusion and Recommendation  
As conclusion, the overall summaries, limitation, implication, and recommendation are discussed in this chapter. 
The result of this study will be useful for the next research. As well as this may help organization to understand 
the consumers brand loyalty on which variable to target to further expand their horizon, improving the company 
reputation, and maximizing the shareholder profits and stakeholder preferences. This will be the 
recommendation for the future research, which recommend that the next research should focus on a different 
region of Selangor or expand the data collection are that not involves in this study and for both urban and rural 
consumers. Also, it’s recommended to avoid the usage of convenience sampling method since this method only 
could retrieve the data from respondents whom are convenient at the particular moment. The recommendation 
for organization, it is recommended that organizations focuses on stimulating consumer’s perception based on 
consumer behavior and consumer satisfaction. Besides that, recommended that organization to launch more 
different designs and styles, especially from the fashion runways. In order to keep in touch with consumers and 
promote in-depth brand loyalty schemes to keep and retain consumers from moving to a different apparel brands. 
Lastly, the consumers nowadays are much more computer literate. Thus, for the organization should promote the 
products and information via the Internet to the capture their attention and as a lure to bait. 
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